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Abstract (en)
The invention relates to a spring and pin which will be used for absorbing impacts or pressures that are likely to occur in the electromagnet in case
the tap shaft is fully pressed within gas taps having electromagnet which are used in domestic cooking appliances. The spring according to the
invention can be located in different places within the body, wherein it is characterized by being concentric with other springs within the system,
and by protecting the system by absorbing excessive loads applied from outside starting from the position when the electromagnet is fully pressed.
Gas taps having a electromagnet which are used today generally consist of a body having gas passageways; a plug regulating gas passageways;
a handle enabling the user to locate gas passageways; a electromagnet for opening/closing gas passageway; together with a pin transferring the
movement from the handle to the electromagnet; a union fixing the electromagnet in the housing thereof within the tap; and a cover protecting the
tap against external factors. However, in these systems, pressure is applied when the user presses the handle too hard, which, in turn, creates
impact effect in the electromagnet and may prevent the system from operating safely. With the present invention, a third spring, in addition to the
other springs, one of which enables the o-ring inside the plug to remain in the corresponding housing and the handle to permanently remain inside
the cover, and the other one of which allows the gasket to move, will be used; and thanks to this third spring, the system will be protected against
excessive load. Moreover, a new handle and pin designed in a way suitable for the system are used, instead of the conventional pin and handle
used in the current state, according to what place the spring will be located in the system according to the invention.
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